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green dialogue

Armstrong World Industries Corporate Headquarters, Building 701
Gensler Architects
Standing strong as a symbol of the importance of sustainability in the company: Armstrong‘s headquarters 
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, were built in 1998 and were awarded LeeD ‚Platinum‘ certification in 2007 –  
the highest environmental certificate in the uSA.

Let‘s talk about sustainability – 
green dialogue! 

Sustainability is the order of the day in today‘s society. The principle of people-focused develop-
ment that not only preserves the environment and resources but at the same time manages to be 
economical and ensures that future generations can enjoy similarly high living standards as those 
we have today, is a challenge to which each and every one of us must rise. 

The area of sustainable building, in particular, is a key discipline to ensure the sustainable future 
of our planet. Innovative architectural concepts, intelligent building techniques and of course the 
selection of the right building materials all combine to ensure that the ecological footprint of new 
structures built today has a significantly reduced impact on the environment and climate than  
was the case even only a few years ago.

Armstrong is a pioneer in sustainable building – as early as 1998 – when the term ‚sustainability‘ 
hardly registered in public awareness – our uS headquarters in Lancaster, Pennsylvania were  
built as a „Green Building“ and, in 2007, were awarded the LeeD‚ Platinum‘ certificate for  
existing buildings.

Ton raaphorst

As a manufacturer of floor coverings, our attention is today focused on ensuring the sustainability 
of our products – starting with the raw materials used, the production process and the actual use 
of the product, right through to the subsequent recycling or thermal utilisation. As a result, our  
linoleum production site in Delmenhorst is certified according to the eu‘s eco management and 
Audit Scheme (emAS) regulation and eN ISO 14001, whilst our vinyl floor coverings are fully recy-
clable. Consequently, our products comply with strict environmental and ethical standards and are 
ideally suited to sustainable building applications compliant with all common certification systems. 
We work in conjunction with organisations including the u.S. Green Building Council (which awards 
the LeeD certificate) and the Bre Group, and are also members of both the German Sustainable 
Building Council (Deutschen Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen, DGNB) and the european 
resilient Flooring manufacturer‘s Institute (erFmI). 

With this brochure, we wish to present our products and services from the perspective of  
sustainability for the first time. You will soon see that in Armstrong you have an expert, reliable  
partner for your sustainable building projects. 

Together we can transform ideas into reality.

Kind regards,

Ton raaphorst, Vice President, Armstrong Flooring europe
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1 |  Newport High School, Wales 
HLM Architects, Cardiff 
Floor covering: DLW Linoleum Marmorette 
Rating: BREEAM ‚Excellent‘ 
 
Newport High School in Wales was designed to be  
as efficient as possible with its energy and resources. 
Thanks to an extremely dense building envelope,  
CHP cogeneration processes as well as solar thermal 
systems, the building‘s CO2 emissions are around 
20 % below those specified in building regulations. 
The use of rainwater together with greywater recycling 
reduces the school‘s industrial water consumption. 
Great store was also placed on ensuring low 
resource consumption and sustainability when 
selecting the building materials: DLW Linoleum – with  
a Class A Bre rating thanks to its outstanding life 
cycle assessment – was consequently selected as 
the resilient floor covering.

2 |  An den Brücken (MK1 and MK2), Munich 
Weickenheimer Kunz + Partner Architects, 
Munich 
Floor covering: DLW Linoleum Marmorette 
Rating: LEED ‚Platinum‘ (MK2) and LEED ‚Gold‘ 
(MK1) 
 
A harmful substance-free building complex with 
minimal energy requirements – this statement 
accurately sums up the „An den Brücken“ office 
complex in munich‘s Westend district, completed in 
2010. In addition to innovative building techniques 
with near-surface geothermal energy systems, 
concrete core activation and ventilation systems with 
integrated heat recovery, the project developers also 
focused heavily on the use of building materials free 
of harmful substances. As such, all relevant compo-
nents were tested and approved by the ‚Büro für 
integrierten umweltschutz (BIu)‘ environmental 
protection agency. In accordance with their strict 
guidelines, DLW marmorette 2.5 mm Pur was 
selected as the resilient floor covering.

Offering a vast range of products, Armstrong 
can supply the right floor covering for virtually 
any application. All our products comply with 
strict structural and ecological standards and 
are exceptionally well-suited to their respective 
uses. Our floor coverings are often number 
one on the list when fitting out architecturally 
demanding buildings constructed according 
to internationally recognised criteria for sus-
tainable building, due in no small part to their 
durability and straightforward, environmentally 
friendly cleaning options.

Beautifully sustainable – sustainably beautiful 
DLW Flooring in certified buildings

3 |  Z-zwo, Stuttgart 
Eike Becker Architects, Berlin 
Floor covering: DLW Fibrebonded Strong 
Rating: DGNB ‚Silver‘ 
 
The completion of the „Z-zwo“ office and administration 
building in Stuttgart in 2002 marked the successful 
expansion of the headquarters of the Züblin building 
company, which fully complies with sustainable 
building practices. The impressive building, designed 
by eike Becker Architects, was conceived to include 
a low energy standard, an extremely high storage 
capacity and intelligent building management that 
controls aspects including natural light and ventilation. 
DLW Fibrebonded Strong was selected as the floor 
covering – an extremely durable covering that impress-
es due to its excellent impact sound reduction and its 
Floor Protect impregnation offering effective protection 
against soiling. This makes it easy to clean and very 
long-lasting.
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1 |  Raw materials 
The sustainability of a floor covering is already 
influenced by the selection of the raw materials. Our 
linoleum leads the pack when it comes to ecology 
and climate efficiency, primarily constructed as it is 
from natural, renewable raw materials such as linseed 
oil, cork, wood, powder, natural resin and jute. Yet 
our vinyl floor coverings too are more eco-friendly 
than some would think upon hearing the term ‚PVC‘. 
This is because PVC is fully recyclable and our vinyl 
products already contain up to 35 % recycled mate-
rial. Certain fibrebonded floor coverings also feature  
a rear side made of recycled material – with no loss 
of quality.

2 |  Production 
We are well aware of our responsibility to our planet, 
even at the production stage for our floor coverings.  
As such, most of our production sites have been 
subject to consistent environmental management 
processes for more than 10 years, which have enabled 
a constant reduction in resource consumption and 
emissions by means of specific targets. For example, 
gas consumption in our linoleum plant in Delmenhorst 
was able to be reduced by around 33 % per square 
metre of manufactured linoleum between 1998 and 
2009. Our european production sites have pre-
dominantly been certified in accordance with eN ISO 
14001. Naturally, all our products comply with all 
common regulations on harmful substances and are 
therefore completely safe.

3 |  Use 
Our floor coverings can begin to demonstrate their 
true sustainable potential once they are installed. This 
is because our products are usually installed for very 
long periods of time – without impacting aesthetics 
or functionality. If cleaned and maintained properly, 
our ‚natural flooring‘ linoleum can even remain in 
use for more than 100 years – as can be seen in the 
Dr. Barner sanatorium in Harz, Germany, where the 
original linoleum covering from 1914 can still be seen. 
Our floor coverings not only score highly in terms of 
durability: their ease of cleaning with conventional, 
environmentally neutral cleaning agents and low wa-
ter requirement also make a substantial contribution 
to ensuring the ecological efficiency of our products.

4 |  Reuse  
If our floor coverings are replaced or a building is 
demolished, our products can still be utilised in a 
meaningful way, as our PVC floor coverings can be 
recycled and used as the basis for new floor coverings 
or other synthetic products. The natural components 
of linoleum make it an ideal candidate for thermal 
utilisation – when it is burned, roughly only the same 
amount of CO2 is released as was absorbed by the 
plants required to manufacture it. 

www.armstrong-flooring.co.uk/environmental-statement

An exemplary life cycle
environmentally efficient in all life cycle phases: in the selection and origin of the raw materials 
used, in the production process, during use and even beyond – we strive to achieve optimum  
eco-friendliness and cost-effectiveness at all points in the product life cycle. 

PRoDUCtIo
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green dialogueSigned, sealed and delivered
Sustainability certificates for buildings

The trend is clear to see: an increasing number of builders want to have their buildings certified in 
accordance with one of the common sustainability standards to record and permanently guarantee 
the value of their properties. In this respect, Armstrong has been working together with all relevant 
certification bodies for many years is therefore in a position to make reliable statements on the 
sustainability ratings of all floor coverings. In this way, Armstrong offers builders and architects the 
necessary guarantee that the desired certificate will be obtained – as early as the planning phase. 

DGNB certificate

The DGNB certification system was launched by the 
German Sustainable Building Council (Deutschen Gesell-
schaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen) in cooperation with the 
German Federal ministry of Transport, Building and urban 
Development. It is a powerful instrument that can be 
used to plan and evaluate sustainable buildings. In order 
to ensure that a comprehensive perspective on quality 
is consequently gained, all relevant fields concerning 
sustainable building are covered.  

Rating system
The evaluation encompasses around 60 criteria from the 
fields of ecology, economy, socio-cultural and functional 
aspects, techniques, processes and the location, de-
pending on the usage profile. In the case of outstanding 
compliance with the requirements of these fields, the 
building receives DGNB certification in the Gold, Silver 
or Bronze category. In addition to the standard DGNB 
certificate for completed buildings, the DGNB also offers 
the DGNB pre-certificate for the evaluation of building 
projects in the planning and construction phase.

Armstrong and the DGNB
Armstrong supports the German Sustainable Building 
Council not only as a member but also as an active part-
ner. Thanks to their outstanding life cycle assessments, 
all of our products can contribute to a building obtaining 
DGNB certification. Various different criteria apply de-
pending on the product and building. We would be glad 
to answer your questions on the suitability of our floor 
coverings for your sustainable building projects – simply 
e-mail us at green_dialogue@armstrong.com.

DLW Linoleum
As a floor covering made predominantly of natural, 
swiftly renewable raw materials, linoleum also scores 
highly with regard to DGNB certification. Additional 
aspects considered include regional, environmentally 
friendly production in Germany, long service life and  
low emissions.

DLW Fibrebonded
Our impressive fibrebonded floor coverings are manufac-
tured in an eco-friendly manner in accordance with eN 
ISO 14001 and are characterised by low emissions, high 
sound absorption and – depending on the covering – 
recycled elements in the rear layer.

DLW Vinyl
Our vinyl floor coverings too can be considered for 
sustainable building applications with DGNB certification, 
thanks to their high durability and environmentally friend-
ly production method. They can also be fully recycled.

The environmental Product Declaration (ePD) in ac-
cordance with eN ISO 14040 is a voluntary designation 
of products which serves as the data basis as per eN 
ISO 14025 for the overall ecological rating of a building. 
ePDs describe the life cycle of building products, from 
manufacture and use right through to disposal.  

Rating system
ePDs are providing a systematic and standardised data 
basis to determine an ecological rating for a building in 
the modular system using declarations for individual 
building products. A life cycle analysis looks at the entire 
service life of the building i.e. the construction phase, the 
use phase with possible reuses, as well as demo- 
lition and disposal. It enables the contribution of building 
products to the energy efficiency of the building or to 
other aspects concerning sustainable building manage-
ment to be shown.  

EN ISo 14040 life cycle assesment
ePD (environmental Product Declaration)

Armstrong and EPDs
As a member of the european resilient Flooring manu-
facturers‘ Institute (erFmI), Armstrong can offer its 
customers the ePD Calculator – a tool which enables 
the ePD of a floor covering for its entire service life to  
be generated in just a few steps. The ePD Calculator  
is available on the Internet as a free tool:  
www.erfmi.com/calcintro.php

Additionally, the ePDs for our DLW vinyl and linoleum 
floor coverings can be requested directly from our  
Technical Service: green_dialogue@armstrong.com
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BREEAM certificate

The Bre environmental Assessment method, or 
BreeAm for short, was introduced in 1990 as one of the 
very first sustainability certificates in the united Kingdom 
and today remains the most widespread and recognised 
method of certification in the uK. 
The responsible organisation, Bre Global Limited (part 
of the Bre Group) is an independent certification body in 
the uK that offers certification of products and services 
in the fields of fire protection, security and sustainability 
to the international market. 

Rating system
In conjunction with the British government and 24 trade 
associations from the building product sector, Bre has 
developed a methodology for a standardised approach 
to life cycle assessment for all types of building products. 
The overall environmental impact of a certain product or  
process is measured using ‚ecopoints‘. The total number 
of ecopoints awarded is derived from the sub-totals of 
the individual impact categories and is calculated by 
multiplying the normalised impact with its percentage 
weighting. The yearly environmental impact of an aver-
age British citizen is used here as the reference value 
and equates to 100 ecopoints. The greater the eco-
points, the greater the environmental impact.

LEED certificate

LeeD stands for „Leadership in energy and environmental 
Design“ and certification is awarded by the u.S. Green 
Building Council. Introduced in the uSA in 2000, LeeD 
certification has rapidly developed into an international 
standard that enjoys an outstanding global reputation.  

Rating system
The system looks at the principles of energy-saving and 
ecological building and is used to classify buildings as 
„Green Buildings“. For this, the environmental impact 
of a building throughout its entire life cycle is evaluated. 
This not only takes account of factors such as energy 
efficiency, use of natural light and use of environmentally 
friendly building materials that are available at a regional 
level, but also of transport routes or the integration of the 
building into the public transport network. 
The u.S. Green Building Council has compiled a list of 
specifications, each corresponding to a set number of 
points, to assist architects and civil engineers during the 
planning phase. Once a set minimum number of points  
is reached, ratings are awarded at ‚Certified‘, ‚Silver‘, 
‚Gold‘ or, as the highest level, ‚Platinum‘ levels. In 2009, 
LeeD v2.2. that was previously in force was replaced 
by LeeD v3. The current system has a maximum of  
110 potential points that can be earned.

Armstrong and LEED
LeeD certificates are only awarded for buildings and 
not building materials. Accordingly, floor coverings too 
cannot obtain their own LeeD certification. They can, 
however, contribute to the fulfilment of requirements in 
various LeeD categories (‚credits‘). 

Armstrong has had its floor coverings rated in terms of 
LeeD. Their possible contribution to the individual credits 
in the categories of ‚New construction and schools‘, 
‚Commercial interiors‘ and ‚existing buildings‘ is shown 
in the following table. Further information – including in-
formation on our vinyl floor coverings – can be obtained 
from our Technical Service: 
green_dialogue@armstrong.com

DLW
Product

Linoleum

Fibre-
bonded

Vinyl

New con-
struction +
schools

12.5 points

7-9 points

on request

Commercial 
interiors

13.5 points

8-10 points

on request

Existing  
buildings

5 points

3 points

on request

Armstrong and BREEAM
It is principally our ‚natural flooring‘ linoleum that scores 
highly in the BreeAm rating system, but – depending on 
each specific building project – our vinyl can also prove 
beneficial for BreeAm certification. For more detailed 
information, please contact us on green_dialogue@
armstrong.com

DLW Linoleum
DLW Linoleum Colorette Pur, Granette Pur, marmorette 
LPX and Pur, marmorette Acoustic and uni Walton 
have all obtained Bre certification for the environmental 
profiles of building products. Following evaluation, all 
DLW linoleum coverings that were tested were awarded 
the highest ‚A+‘ score according to the „Green Guide to 
Specification“.

Your contact for all questions on sustainable building
Do you still have questions on our floor coverings and their suitability for  
certain certifications? Our Technical Service would be glad to help you!
green_dialogue@armstrong.com
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green dialogueScrutinized from top to bottom
Product certificates and environmental labels  
for floor coverings

Floor coverings from Armstrong – a sustained good choice. This is confirmed not only by all impor-
tant sustainability certification bodies, but also evidenced by numerous product and environmental 
labels. In this respect, there has been a veritable boom in recent years as an increasing number of 
new labels have appeared. However, in our view this has been to the detriment of both clarity and 
the user. As a result, we at Armstrong have resolved to strive to obtain only those labels and certifi-
cates that are established international standards or relate to aspects that we and our customers 
consider to be of particular importance.

Blauer Engel (Blue Angel)

The Blue Angel is the oldest official environmental  
label worldwide and accordingly serves as a national 
standard in Germany considered as essential by many 
builders and architects. All of our linoleum coverings 
have been awarded the environment mark ‚Blue Angel 
rAL-uZ 38‘ for floor coverings made of wood or wood 
materials. 

In addition, many of our fibrebonded carpets have also 
borne the Blue Angel mark since the summer of 2010. 
This label proves that their emissions are low, they are 
harmless from a health perspective and they contain no 
harmful substances.  

Swan Label  
(Nordic Ecolabelling)

The Scandinavian Swan Label evaluates the entire 
manufacturing process of products. It also considers the 
emission of harmful substances during manufacture in 
addition to energy and water consumption. Additionally, 
the Nordic Swan supports important innovations which 
contribute to environmental protection. DLW Linoleum was 
awarded the certificate because it stresses the environ-
ment as little as possible and guarantees sustainability.

Armstrong products with the  
Blue Angel:

DLW Linoleum LPX
DLW Linoleum Pur
DLW Sports Linoleum Flooring
DLW Sports Linogym System complete system
DLW Fibrebonded Strong 926, 951, 956
DLW Fibrebonded m 745 L, m 745 S-L

Armstrong products with the 
Austrian environment mark:

DLW Linoleum LPX
DLW Linoleum Pur
DLW Sports Linoleum Flooring

Armstrong products with the  
Swan Label:

DLW Linoleum LPX
DLW Linoleum Pur
DLW Sports Linoleum Flooring

Armstrong products with 
BRE Global certification:

DLW Linoleum Colorette Pur 
DLW Linoleum Granette Pur
DLW Linoleum marmorette LPX and Pur
DLW Linoleum marmorette Acoustic 
DLW Linoleum uni Walton  

Österreichisches Umwelt-
zeichen (Austrian environ-
ment mark)

The Austrian environment mark uZ 56 for floor cover-
ings serves as a guarantee for environmentally friendly 
products and services. It provides the public with 
information on the environmental impact of consumer 
goods as a result of their production, use and disposal, 
and provides environmentally friendly alternative products. 
DLW Linoleum was awarded this certificate because it 
satisfies a number of environmental criteria as proven  
by an independent inspection. The environment mark 
combines a high environment standard with quality and 
product safety.

BRE Global A+ certification

Bre certification from Bre Global Limited (part of the 
Bre Group) means that all inputs and outputs from the 
areas of procurement, manufacturing, installation and 
usage of DLW Linoleum products have been inde-
pendently verified and their environmental impact has 
been measured over the entire life cycle. The overall 
environmental impact of a certain product or process 
is evaluated using ‚ecopoints‘. Following evaluation, all 
DLW linoleum coverings that were tested were awarded 
the highest ‚A+‘ score according to the ‚Green Guide to 
Specification‘.

Your contact for all questions on sustainable building
Do you still have questions on our floor coverings and their suitability for  
certain certifications? Our Technical Service would be glad to help you!
green_dialogue@armstrong.com
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National technical building approval  
(‚Ü‘ quality control seal)

In order to obtain their national technical building approval, the 
Deutsche Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt) civil engineering institute 
requires all textile and resilient floor coverings in rooms to comply 
with certain VOC emission values, which ensure that no user of a 
building can be affected by the emission of harmful substances. 
For this, the specific requirements were developed by the Com-
mittee for Health-related evaluation of Building Products (AgBB),  
composed of health and environmental authorities from the Ger-
man federal and national governments. Amongst other decisions, 
the committee determined that, following their initial technical  
building approval, floor coverings also had to be inspected at  
yearly intervals thereafter. 

Armstrong DLW products with  
national technical building approval:
DLW Linoleum
DLW Vinyl homogeneous
DLW Luxury Vinyl
DLW Fibrebonded carpet
DLW Sports

Armstrong DLW products with the 
GUt seal:

DLW Fibrebonded carpet (broadloom and tiles)

GUt seal

The GuT seal from the ‚Gemeinschaft umwelt- 
 freundlicher Teppichboden e.V.‘ association 
for eco-friendly carpets, founded in 1990, 
marks out textile floor coverings that guaran-
tee maximum eco-friendliness and compre-
hensive user protection at all stages of the life 
cycle – from manufacturing and installation 
right through to use and recycling. In colla-
boration with officially recognised testing 
institutes throughout europe, GuT carries out 
extensive product and control tests based on 
the strictest standards. The GuT seal proves 
that DLW Fibrebonded carpet was tested for 
harmful substances, emissions and odour 
and complies with the strict GuT regulations.

The international standard eN ISO 14001, introduced in 
1996, is the most important global specification on what 
environmental management in a company must include 
and achieve. It aims to implement a continuous process 
to improve the environmental impact of a company. This 
includes reducing the consumption of resources, avoiding 
the use of harmful substances and lowering the CO2 and 
harmful substance emissions. Armstrong has had the 
majority of its european plants certified in accordance 
with eN ISO 14001. To obtain the certification, each year 
new environmental targets have to be set that build on 
the previous year‘s targets: As a result, the water 
consumption per m² of manufactured linoleum was able 
to be reduced  in our linoleum plant in Delmenhorst by 
around 22 % between 2006 and 2009 and the energy 
consumption per m² of manufactured linoleum was able 
to be reduced between 2008 and 2009 alone by around 
10 %. For this, our plant in Delmenhorst creates an 
updated environmental declaration every year, which 
can be downloaded at the following urL:
www.armstrong-flooring.co.uk/environmental-statement

Eco-devis

eco-devis is the Swiss standard for the ecological specifi-
cation of building products. eco-devis examines materials 
and building services of comparable functionality with 
regard to their environmental impact and designates these 
accordingly. It aims to ensure the use of sustainable building 
materials in public buildings in Switzerland. Armstrong’s 
DLW Linoleum floor coverings and various homo - 
genenous DLW Vinyl coverings can be used to meet 
this requirement. 

Your contact for all questions on sustainable building
Do you still have questions on our floor coverings and their suitability for  
certain certifications? Our Technical Service would be glad to help you!
green_dialogue@armstrong.com

 
Environmental Management 
System EN ISo 14001

PVC recycling

Armstrong has been committed to various initiatives to 
recycle vinyl floor coverings for many years. As such, in 
Germany we are a member of the ‚Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
PVC and umwelt (AgPu)‘ PVC/environmental associa-
tion and are shareholders in the ‚Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
PVC-Bodenbelag recycling (AgPr)‘ PVC recycling  
association, which ensures that our floor coverings are 
recycled in a close-knit network of collection points. Our 
waste PVC floor coverings therefore serve as a valuable 
basis for the production of new vinyl products. Similar 
programmes are up and running in many other  
european countries, such as the‚ Operation Collecte‘  
in France.

 
REACH

As stipulated in the eu reACH regulation (registration, 
evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals), 
as of 1 December 2008, only chemicals that have been 
pre-registered in advance at the newly created european 
Chemicals Agency (eCHA) in Helsinki may be circulated 
in the eu countries. In our own interests and to ensure a 
high degree of product safety, Armstrong is also inten-
sively working with the implementation of reACH and 
the consequent requirements. As such, we have also 
requested written confirmation from our suppliers that  
all of the raw materials and products bought by us 
comply with the reACH regulation. 


